
CS106AP Practice Final Exam 
Summer 2019 

 
 

 
Instructions (for the actual exam) 

This printed exam has been provided to you as space for scratch work and as a reference for you 
as you work through the problems on your laptop. We will not grade or look at any of the work 
written here. The Exam Reference Sheet is printed at the end of the exam. 
 
You must turn in this paper final at the end of the exam period. Do not throw it away or take it 
with you. In BlueBook, the first problem asks you for the number printed above (“Your exam 
number”) so that we can confirm everyone has returned their hard copy.  It also asks you for an 
electronic signature agreeing that you abided by the Stanford Honor Code.  Any exam that does 
not provide a complete answer to this problem (exam number + signature) will automatically 
receive a 0. 
 
You have three hours to complete this exam. There are seven total problems on the exam, and 
some have multiple parts.  Some general tips for tackling problems: 

● We recommend looking over the entire exam before getting started so that you can 
budget your time well. 

● Pay attention to which functions ask you to print a value versus return a value. 
● Please type up your work and write down your ideas, even if you get stuck on a problem. 

We will do our best to give you partial credit, as long as we can understand what you 
wrote. 

● You do not need to comment your functions (unless you find it helpful as you work). We 
will not be grading on style. 

 
Good luck!   



 
Problem 1: Trace 
Part A 
You’re going over your old notes, and you find an algorithm labeled "IMPORTANT" but you’re 
having some trouble figuring out what it actually does. In this problem, your goal is to figure out 
what is happening at three different points of this mystery algorithm, which expects a list of 
integers as its lone parameter.  The code is as follows:  

# 3. TODO explain what this function does 

def mystery(lst): 

n = len(lst) 

 

for i in range(n-1): 

m = i 

 

# 1. TODO explain what this for loop does 

for j in range(i+1, n): 

if lst[j] < lst[m]: 

m = j 

 

# 2. TODO explain what this if statement does 

if m != i: 

lst[i], lst[m] = lst[m], lst[i] 

As mentioned in the comments, you should answer the following three questions: 
1. What does the inner for loop accomplish? 
2. What does the if statement do? 
3. What is the result of running the whole function on a given list? 

 
Specifications 

● For each of the explanations above, you are limited to 30 words at most. Explanations that 
exceed 30 words will be penalized. You do not have to write in complete sentences.  

● Each explanation should address the high-level outcome of the entire specified code block, 
not just a single line. For example, the first explanation should describe what has happened 
after the for loop finishes, not just how many times the loop runs.  

● Hint: If you are stuck, consider tracing through this program with a small sample list (like 
[1,4,3,7,2]). Tracing will take some time, but it should illuminate what is happening in 
the code. 

 
 
 
 



Part B 
The following program produces four lines of console output. What are they? Write the output of 
the following program below, exactly as it would appear on the console. 

def reference_mystery(): 

a = [10, 20] 

b = 3 

c = 5 

 

mystery(a,b,c) 

print(str(a), b, c) 

 

a[1] += 1 

mystery(a, a[0], b) 

print(str(a), b, c) 

 

def mystery(a, b, c): 

b = b + c 

for i in range(len(a)): 

a[i] += 1 

c = c + a[0] 

print(str(a), b, c) 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

reference_mystery() 

 
Write the 4 lines of input generated by this program in the spaces below, in the order in which they 
are generated: 
Line 1: 
Line 2:  
Line 3: 
Line 4: 
 
 

Problem 2: Data Structures - Join 
Sometimes dictionaries get lonely. Write a function join:  

def join(a, b) 

that takes in two dictionaries a and b (that both associate strings with floats) and produces a third 
dictionary that associates any keys shared by both dicts with a tuple that contains the value for the 
key in a and the value for the key in b. For example: say you have the two dicts 
population_dict and life_expectancy_dict, both of which have country names as keys. 
The former associates countries with their populations (in millions of people), the latter associates 
countries with average life expectancy (in years): 



 
population_dict life_expectancy_dict 

 
Calling join on population_dict and life_expectancy_dict  would combine the data 
into a single dict: 
 
result = join(population_dict,life_expectancy_dict) 

 

Key  Value 

China  (1357.0, 75.2) 

Kenya  (44.35, 61.1) 

Malaysia  (29.72, 74.8) 

U.S.A.  (318.9, 78.7) 

 
The values in the new dict are tuples of length two where the first element is the value from a and 
the second element is the value from b. For example, China was associated with 1357.0 in the first 
dict and 75.2 in the second dict. In the joined dict China is associated with a tuple (1357.0, 75.2). 
Note that neither Chile nor Japan are present in the joined dict (only keys that show up in both 
original dicts are included). 
 
def join(a, b): 

# Your code goes here 

pass 

 

Problem 3: Nested Data Structures - Early Bird Flight Data 
For this problem, we have information about many flights stored in a text file. Each line lists flights 
from one departure city to one or more arrival cities: 
 
flights.txt 

SFO,klax1150,Jfk400 

klax,sfo1400,Pdx900,chi1250 



sfo,klax200 

 

You can make the following assumptions about the data format: 

● Each city is identified by a code that is composed of 3 or 4 letters. The letters may be 

uppercase or lowercase, but city codes should be considered in a case-insensitive manner 
(‘SFO’ and ‘sfo’ refer to the same airport). 

● The first code on each line is the departure city for that line. 

● After the departure city, there is comma-separated information about 1 or more flights 

that left from that city. 

● Each piece of flight information after the departure city is composed of the following 

pieces: 
○ The arrival city, defined by the first 3 or 4 alphabetical chars (e.g. ‘klax’). 
○ The time of departure (e.g. 1150). 

● Time for this problem is measured a little differently than you may have encountered 

before. The displayed time represents the arrival time of the flight, measured in number of 
minutes after midnight (represented as an integer). 

● For this problem, "earliest" means the arrival time with the smallest integer value. 

● A city may appear as a departure or arrival location on many lines, and the lines are in no 

particular order. 
 
Our goal in this problem is to organize the information stored in this file by creating a data 
structure that keeps track of the “early bird” flight times for each airport. This means creating a 
dictionary that has a key for each departure city. The value associated with each key is another 
dictionary that associates arrival cities with the earliest arrival time from that departure city. An 
example dictionary built from the above file would look like this:  
{ 

 'sfo': {'klax': 200, 'jfk': 400} 

 'klax': {'sfo': 1400, 'pdx': 900, 'chi': 1250} 

} 

 

Note the following points about the dictionary: 
● If an arrival city appears twice for the same departure city, we only store information 

about the earlier of the two flights. For example, even though the text file has information 
about two flights originating at SFO and arriving in KLAX (one on line 1 of the file and one 
on line 3 of the file), we only store information about the flight with arrival time 200 since 
200 is smaller than 1150. 

● All city codes in the dictionary should be stored as all-lowercase strings.  
 
def early_bird(filename): 

""" 



Build and return an early-bird dict 

from the lines in the given file. 

""" 

# your code 

pass 

 
 
 

Problem 4: Graphics Program - Changing Mindsets 
Write a graphical program that can draw a “bubble plot” of Wealth vs. Health of countries. Similar 
visualizations have helped global health researchers demonstrate that in the last 50 years, many 
countries have become relatively healthy, despite disparities in wealth. 
 
Your job in this program will be to: 

● Read in a file with one data point per line 
● Draw a single bubble for each data point in the file, with wealth along the x axis and health 

along the y axis 
 
The requirements for each bubble and details about each file line (data point) are explained on the 
following page. You will not need to draw either axis or the axis-labels.  

 



Read in a file named “2015.txt” (pictured below) that stores country data, one country per line. 
Each line has four pieces of information: country name, wealth, health, and population (in millions of 
people). There is exactly one space between each piece of information.  
 

China 0.12 0.89 1357.0  

Kenya 0.02 0.72 44.35  

M’sia 0.19 0.88 29.72  

U.S.A 0.96 0.93 318.9  

Japan 0.45 0.98 127.3  

Chile 0.27 0.93 17.6  

 
Both Wealth and Health are fractional values in the range (0.0 to 1.0). Zero is the lowest possible 
health (or wealth) value and 1.0 is the maximum, or best, health (or wealth) value that can be 
displayed on this chart. While the data are all expressed in consistent units, you do not need to 
consider units in your solution. 
 
Recall that each line in the file represents a single country. For each line in the file, add a single 
circle (aka “bubble”) to the screen with the following properties: 

● The number of pixels from the left of the screen to the center of the circle is equal to the 
country’s wealth multiplied by the width of the screen. 

● The number of pixels from the bottom of the screen to the center of the circle is equal to 
the country’s health multiplied by the height of the screen. 

● The circle’s area in pixels is equal to the country’s population value (in millions, as it 
appears in the file). 

● Unlike in the picture, your circle does not need to be filled.  
 
To create bubbles where the circle’s area is equal to the country’s population value, you should use 
the following formula for each bubble’s radius (based off the formula for the area of a circle):  

radius = math.sqrt(area / math.pi) 

 

Remember, you do not need to draw either axis or axis-labels, you only need to draw the 
bubbles.  
 
Fill in the changing_mindsets() function below, which will be given a single parameter, a 
GWindow called window. The axes and axes labels have already been drawn on the provided 
window. Your job in this function is to draw the bubbles in the correct location on the screen. You 
do not need to return anything from this function.  
 
Professor Hans Rosling popularized this visualization in his talk “Let My Dataset Change Your Mindset.” 
Rosling argued that popular contemporary perception of global health reflects the realities of 1970 rather 
than the realities of 2017. 
 



def changing_mindsets(window): 

# Your code to plot the bubbles goes below 

# Do not write code to draw the axes or axes-labels 

# All created GObjects should be added to the provided window 

pass  

 
 

Problem 5: Classes - Designing a Spaceship 
Karel is tired of being confined to its 2D worlds and wants to explore the universe! In order for 
Karel to embark on its journey across the universe, it needs to design and create a spaceship. Help 
Karel by implementing the following class and methods as described below. 
 

Part A 
Write a class called Spaceship that models some characteristics of a spaceship. Specifically, a 
Spaceship keeps track of the following pieces of information: 

● the amount of food on board (in pounds) 
● a list of names of visited planets (in order of visit) 
● the name of each crew member on board, as well as how much food (in pounds) each crew 

member consumes each day. This information must be stored inside a dictionary. 
 

You create a Spaceship by specifying the amount of food initially on board, like so:  
karels_ship = Spaceship(50) # 50 pounds of food initially  

 
When first created, a spaceship has no crew members and has not visited any planets. 
 
A Spaceship should have the following methods: 
def board(self, crew_member_name, food_per_day): 

""" 

Boards a crew member with the given food intake.  

This crew member will now consume food during trips. 

""" 

pass 

 

def get_planets_visited(self): 

""" 

Returns a list of visited planets, in order of visit. 

""" 

pass 

 

def fly_to(self, planet_name, days_required): 

""" 

Attempts to fly to a planet, which takes the given number of days. 

""" 

pass 



 
The most involved method is fly_to(). This method should do the following: 

●  It should first calculate if there is enough food left to feed all currently boarded crew 
members for the number of days required to get to this planet. 

● If there is enough food, it should update the amount of food onboard to reflect that the 
ship has traveled to this planet, and it should add this planet to its list of visited planets. 
The method should then return True to indicate the trip was successful. 

● If there is not enough food, the method should return False to indicate the trip failed. It 
should not modify either the onboard food or the list of visited planets.  

 
As an example, let’s say karels_ship is an instance of our Spaceship class declared as follows: 

karels_ship = Spaceship(50) # 50 pounds of food initially  

 
Suppose we have called the appropriate methods and now have onboard two crew members: 
Kylie, who consumes 3 pounds of food daily, and Nick, who consumes 4 pounds of food daily. A call 
to karels_ship.fly_to(‘Venus’, 7) should return True because Nick and Kylie consume 
7 pounds of food per day in total, which over 7 days is 7*7=49 pounds of food (and our ship has 
50). We should therefore add ‘Venus’ to our list of visited planets and set the food onboard to 
now be 50-49=1. 
 
On the other hand, if we had instead called karels_ship.fly_to(‘Mars’, 10), the method 
would return False because we require 7*10=70 pounds of food to get to Mars, but our ship only 
has 50 pounds of food. We should not add ‘Mars’ to our list of visited planets, nor change our 
onboard food.  
 
# Your class definition goes here 

class Spaceship: 

# complete the class definition here 

 

Part B 
Now that we have designed our Spaceship class, it’s time to put it to use! Over the next two 
parts of the problem, we’re going to put together a console program that gives a user the 
opportunity to input information about the crew members who will be boarding the spaceship and 
about potential destinations where the spaceship might want to travel. The program will then use 
that information to determine what possible destinations are visitable by the spaceship.  
 
For this part of the problem, you will write a function called populate_ship(), which accepts a 
Spaceship as a parameter. This function should prompt the user for information about the crew 
members that should be boarded onto the ship. Here are the assumptions you can make about 
how the user will input information: 

● The user will input information about one crew member at a time 
● One line of input will contain two pieces of information separated by a space 
● The first piece of information will be the crew member’s name 



● The second piece of information will be an integer representing the crew member’s daily 
food consumption 

● When the user is done inputting information, they will enter the string “DONE” 
 
Every time the user inputs information about a crew member, you should use the appropriate 
method of the Spaceship class to add crew members to the ship. An example user interaction 
sequence is shown below. Note that you do not have to use the exact prompts that we have provided, 
but you may choose to do so if it makes the process easier for you.  
 

Welcome to the CS106AP Spaceport! Please enter information about one 

crew member at a time. When you’re ready to take off, enter the string 

DONE! 

Please enter crew member name and daily food consumption: Nick 2 

Please enter crew member name and daily food consumption: Kylie 2 

Please enter crew member name and daily food consumption: Sonja 3 

Please enter crew member name and daily food consumption: DONE 

Ready for liftoff! 

 
At the end of this input sequence, the Spaceship object that was passed in should have 3 crew 
members added to it, each associated with their respective daily food consumption. 
 
Since a Spaceship is a mutable object, your function does not need to return any value, since it 
has directly modified the spaceship that was passed in as a parameter.  
 
Note: The populate_ship() function you are being asked to implement is a standalone client 
function that is not part of the Spaceship class. 
 
SENTINEL = ‘DONE’ 

def populate_ship(ship): 

""" 

Given an empty spaceship, prompt the user for information about 

the crew members and populate the spaceship. 

Input: 

ship (Spaceship): The spaceship to which new crew members  

                             should be added 

Output: 

This function does not return a value but directly modifies  

           the provided ship object 

""" 

print("Welcome to the CS106AP Spaceport! Please enter information 

about one crew member at a time. When you’re ready to take off, enter 

the string " + SENTINEL + "!") 



pass 

 
 

Part C 
Now, let’s put it all together! Write a function called visitable_planets() that: 

● Takes in a dictionary planet_dict of planets that we want to visit to their corresponding 
travel time in days (how long it takes to get there), as well as the amount of food initially 
available at the beginning of the journey 

● Prints a list of planet names that we could visit given a certain amount of initial food.  
 

We have already created a spaceship and called your populate_ship() function for you so that 
the spaceship has crew members onboard. You can assume that your function from Part B works 
completely and that you have the following code provided to you: 
 

def visitable_planets(starting_food, planet_dict): 

# Create a new spaceship 

karels_ship = Spaceship(starting_food) 

 

# Assume your function from Part B works as intended 

populate_ship(karels_ship) 

 
Your goal is to use the methods provided by the Spaceship class to attempt to travel to the 
planets in the provided planet_dict. When iterating over the planet dict’s keys, you should 
assume that the keys (planet names) are in the order in which you want to travel to the planets. 
You should return the list of planets that the Spaceship can travel to, given the amount of food it 
starts with. 
 
For example, if the problem  had the following setup: 

● starting_food = 50 

● Crew members added by user (daily food consumption in 

parentheses): Kylie (2), Nick (2), Sonja (3) 

● planet_dict = {‘Venus’: 2, ‘Mars’: 3, ‘Saturn’: 10}  

then visitable_planets() should print [‘Venus’, ‘Mars’] because we have enough 
food to get to Venus (7*2 = 14 pounds required) and then Mars (another 7*3 = 21 pounds 
required) but not Saturn (we have only 50-14-21=15 pounds remaining, but need 7*10=70). 
 
Note: The visitable_planets() function you are being asked to implement is a standalone 
client function that is not part of the Spaceship class. 
 
def visitable_planets(starting_food, planet_dict): 

""" 

This function prints a list of visitable planets 

given an initial amount of starting food. 



Input: 

starting_food (int): Pounds of food initially available 

planet_dict (dict): Associates destination planet with  

                               number of days to arrive there 

Output: Prints a list of all visitable planets, in the order that  

              they were visited. 

""" 

 

# Create a new spaceship 

karels_ship = Spaceship(starting_food) 

 

# Assume your function from Part B works as intended 

populate_ship(karels_ship) 

 

# YOUR CODE GOES BELOW 

 

 

Problem 6: One-Liners 
 
Part A: Code Reading 
For each of the following expressions, write the resulting expression from the one-line expression 
in the indicated space. Assume that all code is being run line-by-line in the Python interpreter. 
# list(range(xxx)) places the numbers in a list 

>>> list(range(10, 5, -1)) 

result: 

 

>>> nums = list(range(5)) 

>>> [n * n for n in nums if n < 3] 

result: 

 

>>> pairs = [('donut', 10), ('lemon', 5), ('apple', 6)] 

>>> sorted(pairs, key=lambda pair: pair[1]) 

result: 

 

>>> pairs = [('donut', 10), ('lemon', 5), ('apple', 6)] 

>>> max(pairs, key=lambda pair: pair[1]) 

result: 

 

>>> d = {'ca': 'california', 'ak': 'alaska', 'tx': 'texas'} 

>>> sorted(d.keys()) 

result:  

 



>>> [s[1] for s in sorted(d.values())] 

result:  

 

>>> pairs = [(3, 1), (4, 5), (6, 3)] 

>>> sorted(pairs, key= lambda pair: pair[1]) 

result:  

 

Part B: Code Writing 
For each of the following problems, write a one-line Python expression to achieve the desired 
functionality. Each part gives an example input and result to help define the needed computation. 
# a. Given list of strings strs, write a comprehension to form a 

# list of the strings’ first characters, converted to uppercase. 

# Omit any strings which are empty. 

>>> strs = ['ap', '', 'ba', '', 'ze'] 

# yields ['A', 'B', 'Z'] 

# your one-line expression: 

 

 

# b. Given list of (x, y) points, write a comprehension 

# to form a list of just the points’ x values 

>>> points = [(1, 3), (10, 0), (3, 2), (5, 4)] 

# yields [1, 10, 3, 5] 

# your one-line expression: 

 

 

# c. Given list of (x, y) points, write an expression using  

# sorted and a lambda function to yield a list of these points in 

# decreasing order based on their y values 

>>> points = [(1, 3), (10, 0), (3, 2), (5, 4)] 

# yields [(5, 4), (1, 3), (3, 2), (10, 0)] 

# your one-line expression: 

 


